
Do You Know This Feeling?
Curated by Sebastian Henry-Jones, 6 February – 1 March 2019 
Do You Know This Feeling? is an exhibition, broadly concerned with strategies of 
communication that transcend inherited difference. Poetic contributions to the show open up a 
moody margin and a collection of attitudes that instruct us as to how our own story may 
intersect unexpectedly with another’s. 
Central to the exhibition is the transformative power of perceiving and expressing one’s 
struggles, one’s freedoms, and the new identities that may grow around shared knowledge 
and experience. Do You Know This Feeling? considers how we can articulate our experiences 
from within uneven power relations to one another, and asks in whose interest it is to 
suppress such activity. In identifying something that is familiar in another’s circumstances, our 
own may be powerfully reshaped. Common to the practices of participants in the show is a 
considered and deliberate use of language. Contributions index courage, tenderness and the 
transformation of shared affliction as access points to empathy and empowerment. And so, 
the exhibition seeks simply to render palpable a feeling, that may draw us each to one another 
within a shared understanding of collective narrative. 
An Around The Outside event on the 23rd of February will provide an opportunity to expand 
upon the themes in the exhibition. Notably, There will be a screening of Trinh T. Minh Ha’s 
cinematic work Surname Viet Given Name Nam (1989)

Program link: https://firstdraft.org.au/2019-program/2019/02/06-sebastian-henry-jones
Around the Outside #01: https://firstdraft.org.au/2019-program/2019/02/23ato1
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Jake Atienza, Our Islands  
Words by Sebastian Henry-Jones, 2019 

A combination of interviews and the sights and sounds of island life, Jake Atienza’s Our Islands 
project gives an unembellished sense of the experiences of those living in island communities today. 
The material on show form one part of an ongoing project, and were made between 2015-2016 on 
the Tiwi Islands, Minjerrabah and NZ. These moving images and sounds represent a discursive way 
of storytelling, not as pedagogical tool for learning but as a way of appreciating the variety of ways 
one can be in such a geographic/social location, something which Jake can appreciate - although 
Dutch-Filipino, on his Filipino side he’s from Bantayan Island. 

By watching these videos, we learn about a cultural space that is suspended (as any other) between 
tradition and modernity. Looking at the patterns of living that these island people share due to 
historical developments (colonialism, migration, the growth of global market economies, climate 
change) we are able to link their individual stories to a collective one of shared experience, placing 
our own position also within a larger social narrative. 

In an essay titled ‘Our Sea of Oceans,’ Fijian academic Epeli Hauofa inverts a Western 
understanding of the ocean-as-boundary to advocate for an appreciation of Pacific culture as it 
actually occurs today. For centuries, the people of the Pacific have engaged each other in a way that 
transcends any national or economic demarcation. The ocean is what facilitates these connections 
rather than hindering them. Indeed, colonization, environmental precarity and a dependence on 
other, larger nations is not the metanarrative of these communities, who continue to allow their 
cultures to grow and intersect in pluralistic ways. For the people living an island life, to know the 
aspects of experience that they share across the seas is a powerful way of negotiating the modern 
power relations that so many perceive to circumscribe their autonomy. 

The loose form that this work takes encourages us to listen carefully to but not to make any 
assumptions about the experiences of those living an island life. As Minh-Ha writes, ‘To listen 
carefully is to preserve. But to preserve is to burn for understanding means creating.’ At its most 
meandering, Our Islands acknowledges the multifarious nature of historical experience, and 
recognises the need to remember this temporal dynamic in our public engagements. From this we 
may gather a sense of what the nuances of a national or even a global community really entail. 
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